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SUMMARY 

A unified treatment of vectors, tensors and multivectors in n-dimen
sional Euclidean space is presented. The unified treatment is so system
atized that n-dimensional tensors of arbitrary order are treated similarly· 
to three-dimensional vectors. Work on this subject was done in connection 
with difficulties which arise in the continuum mechanics pertaining to large 
deformations of such media as soil and snow. 



UNIFIED TREATMENT OF VECTORS AND TENSORS 
IN n-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE 

by 

Shunsuke Takagi 

INTRODUCTION 

The traditional tensor analysis was originally invented for use in the general 
theory of relativity, whose space is more complicated than a Euclidean space. A 
E~clidean space is flat, whereas the space for general relativity is curved. In a 
cu'rved space, differentiation of a vector with regard to one of the coordinates ex
pressing the space yields components that do not belong to the original space. . 

A flat space is complete, in the sense that all the operations defined in the 
space change a vector to another vector belonging to the same space. The advan
tage of completeness should be fully utilized for describing tensors in a Euclidean 
space. 

A vector notation for three-dimensional Euclidean space was originated by 
Gibbs (1901), and was extended to tensor notation by Hessenbe:rg (1917) and by Wills 
(1931). Recently this notation was used for the study of large deformation by. Yoshi-
mura (1957) and Sedov (1965). -

In their notations, vectors and tensors are written as combinations of compo
nents and base tensors. For example, a ~ector V i~ written, with the summation. 
convention applied, as viei = Yie1

, where ei and e 1 are dual base vectors, and V1 

and Vi are scalar_s. A second-order t~nsor T is written as Tijeiej = Tijeiej = 
Tijeiej = Tijeiej, where eiej, eiej, eiej, eiej are juxtaposed base vectors, called 

.dyads, and Tij, Tij, Tij• Tij are scalars. Similarly a third-order tensor is written 

as a linear combinatio~\f triads eiejek, and so on. Base vectors, dyads, triads, 

and so on, are collective\ly called base tensors in this paper. · 
\ 

This tensor notation ~~ll be called tentatively the Gibbs tensor notation. When 
base tensors are disregard'ed and only scalar components are written out, the 
Gibbs tensor analysis yields\the traditional tensor analysis. 

The Gibbs tensor notatio~has never been used for n-dimensional tensor analy
sis. This is partly because th~ vector product was defined only in three-dimensional 

. space and could not be extended\ to ~-dimensional space. ' 

Another system of vector calculus was invented by Grassmann (1844). He in
vented a special product, now called the exterior product or Grassmann product. Al
though the exterior product has been used since Cartan (1899) in many fields of 
pure mathematics, it has never been incorporated int~ the Gibbs tensor notation. 

The exterior product of vectors, called a multivector, is given a Gibbs tensor 
expression in this paper. The use of this expression allows us to define the vector 
product oLn .. dimensional vectors and to construct an n-dimensional Gibbs tensor 
analysis. - -

-An exterior product of more than three vecto'rs represents a higher-than-three
dimensional parallelepiped, and is treated .similarly to a vector representing a line 
segment. The use of multivectors allows us to treat n-dimensional Euclidean 
geometry as a simple extension of two- or three-dimensional Euclidean geometry. 
As an example, some geometric properties of an r -dimensional manifold embedded 
inn-dimensional Euclidean space (r 'f n) are discussed. 
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It is proved in this paper that Green 1 s integrals are valid even ·for a tensor of 
any order defined in an r-dimensional manifold embedded in n-dimensional Euclid
ean. space (r ~ n). Stokes' integral is a special case of Gree(lls integrals. The 
validity of these integrals is proved as one theorem by using the geometry ofmani
folds embedded in ~-dimensional Euclidean space. 

The Gibbs tensor notation appears to be the most convenient expression of 
physical and geometric quantities in a Euclidean space. 

CURVILINEAR COORDINATES AND VECTORS 

The vector notations developed for ·three-dimensional curvilinear coordinates 
by Green and Zerna (1954), ·Yoshimura (1957), and Sedov (1965) offer a basis for 
unified treatment of vectors and tensors. Their notations are summarized in this 
section. Most of their notations can be simply extended, as shown here, to vector 
notations in n-dimensidnal curvilinear coordinates. The vector product, however, 
cannot be simply e.xtended, and will be considered later. 

A particular set X 1, ••• , Xn. of Cartesian coordinates is assumed to be fixed in 
n-dimensional Euclidean space. The set of Cartesiar:t coordinates xa (a = 1, ..• , n) 
will be called the standard Cartesian coordinates, which will be used as the standard 
for representing vectors, tensors, and transformations among them. 

A set of n-dimensional curvilinear coordinates xi (i = 1, ••. , n) is defined by 
transformation 

i _ i( 1 . n) 
X -X X, •.• ,X • ( 1) 

Functions xi are assumed to be (1) functionally independent of each other and (2) at 
least three-times continuously differentiab1_e. It is proved by the inverse function 
theorem that the inverse of eq 1 

a _ a( 1 n) X -X x, ... ,x (2) 

exists and satisfies conditions 1 and 2. 

Base vectors ei(i = 1, ••• , n) are defined for curvilinear coordinates ~i by 

(3) 

where dr is a vector of infinitesimal length. The summation convention is applied 
in eq 3 and in the following equations. Use of the basis ca (a=l, ••. , n~ for the stan
dard Cartesian coordinates xa yields 

Therefore base vectors ei. may be determined by 

e· 1 

These ·base vectors Ca will be called the standard Cartesian base vectors. 

The differential distance ds is given by a scalar product 

dsZ --= dr · dr. 

Substitution of eq 3 changes eq 6 to 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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i i . 
ds = g·. dx dxJ (7) lJ 

where 

(8) 

Use of base vectors allows us to use instead of eq 7 its linearized form {eq. 3). 

Vector ei is in the direction in which xi does increase but x 1, ..• , xi-1, xi+1, •.• , 
xn do not change. Vector ei is a function of location. When considered at a point 
where a set of ~i is defined, vectors ei span a skew linear coordinate space, called 
tangent space. 

Vectors ei (j = 1, .•. , n) dual to ei are introduced by 

ei . ej = oij (9) 

where oij is a Kron.ecker delta. Because vector~ ei are independent of each other, 
eq. 9 determines eJ uniquely. Geometrically, eJ is normal to e 1, ... , ej _1, ej+1, . ~., 

en, as shown by eq. 9, and makes ·an acute angle with ej. Vectors ei and ej are 

called subindexed and superindexed base vectors, respectively, in this paper.* 

A set of gij is defined ~Y 

(1 0} 

Since vectors ej are introduced, a set of dxj (j=1, ..• ,n) may be defined to make 

i . 
ei dx = eJ ,dxj . 

Dotting ek intot both sides ot eq 11 determines dxk, 

dxk = gki dxi 

( 11) 

{12} 

The right-hand side of eq 12 is not always integrable, and Xi is not always defined. 

Equation 12 is integrable if and only if the gij_' s are constant, as proved in 

Th~orem 7 below. The condition is fulfilled for skew linear coordinates, in which 

ei and ei are constant vectors. Both xi and xi are components of a position vector r 

r = {13) 

in skew linear coordinates. 

In general curvilinear coo~dlnates ·dxi and dxi are respectively components of 

dr in the directions of ei and eJ in the tangent space considered. . 

Theorem 1 

The unit tensor 1 defined by 

* Accepted terms are covariant base vector for ei and contravariant base vector 
for eL This terminology, however, I feel, is too s?phisticated. 

t For brevity, "dotting a into b 11 is used for the process of introducing a and taking 
the dot product of a and b. 
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(14} 

is the unit for dot operation; that is, for any vector V, the relation 

v . 1 = 1 . v = v (15) 

is valid. The tensor 1 is the idemfactor introduced by Gibbs {1901). rt' can be 
written in various forms, 

gij e·e· 
l J (l 6) 

It is invariant under transformations of curvilinear coordinates; that.is, for another 
se·t of dual bases fp, £P, the tensor 1 has the same form, 

1 = f fP . 
p 

Proof. Let 

(1 7} 

(18) 

be an arbitrary vector in a tangent space. Dotti11g ek and ek respectively into the 
second and third members of eq 18 yields 

yk = V · ek (1 9) 

and 

(20) 

Substituting eq 19 and 20 into eq 18 yields 

V = V · eiei = V · eiei (21) 

whe·re eiei and eiei are juxtapositions of two vectors. Equation 21 shows that both 

eiei and eiei are the units for dotting from the right. 

Substituting modified forms of eq 19 and eq 20, 

and 

into a modified form of .eq 18, 

V = e. vi = eiv. 
l . l 

yields that eiei and eiei are also the units for dotting from the left. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24). 

Juxtaposing ej from the right with eq 8 yields g .. ej = ei · e .ej, which becomes 
lJ J 

ei = gijej (25) 

by use of the prop~rty of ejej just established. Similarly eq 10 may be changed to 

ei = gij e·. (26) 
J 
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Use of eq 25 and 26 shows that both eiei and eiei transform to gij eiej or gij eiej, 
proving eq 1 6. 

Consider a transformation 

i i ( 1 · n) X =X y , ... ,y , {i= 1, . .'. , n) 

Base vectors ei for xi and fp for yP are defined respectively by 

8r 

and 

ei = ax 1 

ar 

&yP 

Vectors ei are transformed to fp by 

The transformation of base vectors ei to fP is given by 

i p axi 
e = f 

ayP 

{2 7) 

{28) 

{29) 

{30) 

{31) 

Equation 31 is valid because this is compatible with eq 30 when ei and fP are de
fined respectively by 

e· 0 ej = oj 
1 1 

and 

f 0 fq = 0 q p p . 

Substituting eq 30 and 31 into eq 14 yields 

8yP q axi .. f ox1 ayq 

proving eq 17. 

f £P 
p 

For the standard Cartesian base vectors ~a' 1 is 

{32) 

because c = ca. 
Gibbs {198'1)0 

The right-hand side of eq 32 is the idemfactor introduced by 
Q.E.D. 

In an Euclidean space 8ei/8xj is a vector belonging to the same space; thus, 

aei h 
= r .. eh {33) 

axj 1J 

where ri~ is a component of vector aei/ 8xj along the direction of eh. Components 
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f:.q are called Christoffel symbols or a set of affine connection in Riemannian lJ 
geometry. 

Proposition 1 

Components r,.ll in eq 33 are symmetric with regard to suffixes i _, j: 
lJ 

ri1 = rj~ . (34} 

Proof. The order of differentiations in az r I axiaxj may be changed to obtain 

(35) 

The validity of eq 35 becomes evident when r is expressed in the standard Cartesian 
coordinates, 

a 
r = X Ca . (36) 

Vectors Ca are constant vectors fixed to the space, and components Xa only are dif
ferentiated when r in· ·eq 3 6 is differentiat~d. 

Use of eq 28 changes eq 35 to 

(3 7} ' 

Rewriting eq 3 7 by_ use of eq 3 3 yields eq 34. 

Proposition 2 

(38) 

.Proof. Differentiating eq 9 with regard to xk yields 

e· . aej = _ r,j 
1 axk 1k (39) 

where eq 33 is used. Juxtaposing ei from the left and using the property eq 15 of 
1 changes eq 39 to eq 38. Q.E.D. 

Equations 33 and 38 yield the so-called covariant differentiation. For example, 
the differentiation of V = V~ei is 

where 

av 
a~k 

-vi, k 

avi · · = e + yl -r.l.J_ e· axk i ~,.K J 

avi . 
axk + vJ Ij~ 

Similarly the differentiation of V = Vi ei is 

av 
axk 

(40) 

( 41) 

(42) 
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where 

{43) 

The covariant orders in the components yi and Vi are increased by one as a 
result. of differentiation with regard to xk. This fact, however, cannot be a reaso.n 
for calling the operation the covariant differentiation, because, if Xi, instead of x 1

, 

is chosen at the outset for designating curvilinear coordin.ates, the contravariant 
orders, instead of covariant orders, of the c:omponents V 1 and vi will be increased 
by one. In fact, xi may be used instead of x 1 i~ skew linear coordinates. A better 
term for the differentiation from the standpoint of this paper may be component' 
differentiation. 

Use of base vectors facilitates proofs of relationships between tensor coinpon·
ents as shown below. 

ExamEle l "k 
gij gJ = oik . {44) 

Proof. jk = {ei . ej)(ej · ek) {a) g .. g 
lJ 

e· . e·ej 0 ek {b) 1 J 

= e· • ek {c) 1 

= o·k 1 • {d) 

Equation a is obtained by use of definitions 8 and l 0. The meaning of the operations 
in eq b is clear even though the parentheses in eq a are deleted to give the juxta
position of e. and eJ. Equation b becomes eq c by use of the property {eq 15) o£.1. 

J 

ExamEle 2 rhij defined by 

rhij = gkh rfj {45) 

satisfies the relationship 

Bg·· lJ 
axh 0 

{46) 

Proof. ~h .. defined by eq 45 satisfies lJ . 

{47) 

. Equation 47 is proved by substituting eq 45 into the right-hand side of eq 47 and 
using eq 44. 

Substituting eq 28 and 47 into the left- and right-hand sides ofleq 33, respec
tively, and using eq 26, yields 

azr 
axiaxj 

= h nh .. e lJ 

Dotting ek on both sides of eq 48 yields 

{48) 
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The right·-hand side of eq 49 is transformed: 

2~. 
axk 

= agkj 

axi 

axiaxj 

ogki 
+ --.

axJ 

a ar 
= axi (axk 

- . 8gij 
axk . 

Comb.ining eq 49 and 50 proves eq 46. 

DEFINITION OF TENSORS 

(49) 

(50) 

Q.E.D. 

Tensors in curvilinear coordinates are defined in tangent spaces in the curvi
linear coordinates considered. The formulas derived in the following for tensors 
in curvilinear coordinates, when only components are written out, yield formulas 
of tensor analysis in Riemannian geon"letry. 

A base tensor is an arrangement of juxtaposed r base vectors, subindexed or 
superindexed. Base vectors in a base tensor a·re non-commutative. 

The order of suffixes, lower or upper, ~n a base tensor determines the type 
of tensor. 

Let i. .. h be a set of r numbers arbitrarily chosen from 1 ... n. Given a ~et 
of nr base-tensors ei •.. eh as a tensor basis, a set of nr real numbers T 1

" • • 

defines a tensor T of order r, 

T T i ... h (51) = ei. · . .eh. 

Real components only are conside:red here for simplicity. 

Components of a different type of the same tensor, for exq.mple, T: j·l. ... h 
1• k· •.. 

are found -to make 

(52) 

A set of base tensors, such as in eq 52, whose type is different from those in 
eq 51 may be used to define a tensor. A different choice of tensor basis using the 
same set of real numbers as components defines a different tensor. 

Tensor T defined by eq 51 has different components Sa .•. b ~hen other vec~ors 
fa are used as base vectors forming base tensors. The new components sa.·· 
are found to make 

S a ... b f f 
T = a··· b· (53) 

Transformation of coordinates is a transformation of base vectors, and one has 

(54) 
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Substituting eq 54 into eq 51 and comparing the results with eq 53 determines 

Sa ... b in terms of Ti ... h. 

Base tensors ei ei ... ei are called, following Gibbs {1901), dyads, triads, 
tetrads, ... , r-ads rks~ective~y for s=2., 3, 4, ... , r. In an r-ad, ei

1
eiz· .. eir' vectors 

ei , ei , ... , and e
1
· are respectively called the first, second, ••• , and rth members. 

1 z r 
Base vectors in a base tensor are not commutative. 

Juxtaposing a tensor 'basis ei• •• ej from the left or the right of another tensor 
basis eh ... ek means juxtaposing two tensor bases to compose ei ... ejeh •.. ek or 

eh ••. ekei ... ej respectively. A juxtaposed tensor basis is a tensor product of com-

ponent tensor bases. If necessary," the vectors in the two bases may be arranged 
in a new order to define another tensor product. 

Tensor products are ruled by a multilinear non-commutative algebra of base 
vectors, as illustrated by use of dyads in the following: 

rule {1) 

and 

and 

rule {2) 

e 1 {X.e1 + JJ.ez) 

{X.e 1 + !J.ez)e1 

Because of the multiline.ar property, the differentiation of a tensor product is 
executed factor by factor; for example, 

Taking the scalar product of two multiads is executed by taking the dot product 
of pairs of vectors appropriately chosen from the two multiads. For example, , 
pairs for dotting an r-ad ei .•• ei into an s-ad eJ· .•. eJ· are indicated by arrows 

1 r 1 s 
with numbers at their bases: 

{55) 

Base vectors that are not dotted are juxtaposed according to the rule of forming a 
tensor product, as shown in eq 55. A different choice of pairs for dotting yields 
a different scalar product. 

·Forming the type ot".scalar product, as in eq 55, in which each pair for dotting 
is a pair of base vectors that, when counted in the respective base tensors from 
left to right, are labeled by the same cardinal number will be called dotting from 
the front.. 

Another type of scalar product, such as 
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1• ••• t . 

(56) 

will be called dotting from the rear, in which each pair for dotting is a pair of base 
vectors that, when counted from right to left, are labeled by the same cardinal 
number. Dotting from the front and dotting from the rear are both dotting in natu-
ral arrangement. --

If the scalar product of two base tensors is obtained by dotting all the base vec
tors in one of the base tensors, the process is called dotting in full. If the orders 
of two tensors are equal, dotting from the front and dotting from the rear are the 
same type of scalar product, called dotting in full in natural arrangement. 

An arbitrary set of Cartesian base vectors is obtained by rotating the standard 
Cartesian base vectors. A Cartesian expression of tensor Tis a form of T with a 
set of Cartesian base vectors forming base tensors. The standard Cartesian ex
pression of T is a particular Cartesian expression in which the standard Cartesian 
base vectors Ca are used for forming base tensors. -

Theorem Z 

Let T, be a tensor of any order defined in ~-dimensional Euclidean space. The 
components of T in the standard Cartesian expression are assumed to be differentiable 
at least twice. Then with whatever base vectors T may be expressed, the order of 
differentiaqon in a second-order derivative of T can be: exchanged: 

(57) 

Proof. Equation 57 is true for T in the standard Cartesian expression. Then, 
eq 57 must be true for any expression of T, because. T is invariant under coordin-
ate transformations. Q.E.D. 

EXTERIOR PRODUCT ___ OF VECTORS 

An exterior product* of r vectors is an algebr?-ic expres~ion of a geo.metric 
quantity formed by an ordered set of r vectors. It 1s deflned·1n the folloWlng by 
induction. 

An exterior product a A b of vectors a and b is formed by use of the wedge 
product A, called wedging, defined by rules (1) and (Z) below: 

rule (1): _al\b = -bAa 

rule(Z): aA(A.b+tJ.c) 

where A. and tJ. are scalars. 

)..aA b +' tJ.a AC 

Assume that all the exterior products of up to r-1 vectors, where r ~ 3, are 
defined. Then an exterior product 

(58) 

*Flanders (1963), Fleming (1965), Willmore (1959)-and others ~xplain exteri~r 
products. 011-ly elemental knowledge of finite-dime·nsional Euchdean spaces 1s used 
in this paper for introducing exterior products of vectors. 
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of r vectors is defined if the product A satisfies rule (3) .below. 

For any s satisfying 1 ~ s ~ r -1, let T 5 and Us be 

and 

Then, 

rule (3): T s 1\ Us is unique. 

The exterior product R in eq 58 is defined by R = T s 1\ Us. 

Rule (3) is necessary because an exterior product of vectors represents a geo
metric quantity that is independent of the process of construction. 

1 1 

The consistency of algebraic rules (l ), (2), and (3) is shown by Theorem 3 below. 

Theorem 3 

R in eq 58 may be identified with the determinant, 

R= (59) 

which is calculated as a sum of signed products in the usual way, with the conven
tion that the first, •.• , rth member of the r-ads that appear on developing the de
terminant must be elements from the first, .•. , rth row, respectively, of the deter-
ll)inant under consideration. - · 

Proof. Use of rules (1), (2), and (3) shows that the transformation 

a1 = ~ij bj (i, j = 1, ... , r} 

changes R in eq 58 to 

~l- .. e ~ 
R s ' 

where 

s = b1 " ••• " br . 

( 60) 

(61) 

The determinant forms of RandS, D(R) and D(S) say, transform in exactly 
the same way as given in terms of R and S in eq 61. This fact allows us to write · 
R = pD(R), where P is a constant. p is arbitrarily made equal to 1 in eq 59. Q.E.D. 

The convention mentioned in Theorem 3 for developing the determinant (eq 59) 
gives a tensor expression of R 

R = o L •. h 
E ai ..• ah (63) 
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h d 1 f 59 h . h . . f 1 d 0 i ••• h . as t e eve qpment o eq , w ere 1... 1s a permutation o ••. r an E 1s 
a permutation symbol. 

Exterior products of two, three, four, ••• , r vectors are called bivectors, 
trivectors, ... , and r-vectors. They are called multivectors as a whole. Their 
geometric meaning is shown in the next theorem. 

Theorem 4 

It is consistent to interpret R in eq 59 as an algebraic expression of the oriented 
E.-dimensional parallelepiped spanned by r vectors, a 1, ••• , ar. 

Proof. Choose Cartesian base vectors u 1, ••• , Ur in the r-dimensional subspace 
spanned by a 1 , ••• , ar. Transformation 

ai = aij uj 

changes R in eq 59 to 

R = VOr 

wher.e 

ul ... Ur 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

V in eq 65 is the determinant of the matrix (aij), that is, the "signed volume" of an 
oriented parallelepiped spanned by. al' ... 'ar. 

Equation 65 shows the consistency of the interpretation that R and 0 are 
respectively algebraic expressions of the oriented r-dimensional parallelepiped 
spanned by a 1 , •.• , ar and of the oriented unit cube spanned by u 1 , ••• , Ur. Q.E.D. 

The Or in eq 66 defines the orientation of the subspace spanned by a 1 , •• ~, ar. 

Corollary 

An r-vector is an rth order tensor whose basis is an orientation of the r-vector 
and whose component is a scalar equal to the volume of the r -dirriensional parallele
piped spanned by the E_-vector. 

The scalar product of multivectors is obtained as shown below. 

Propos it ion 3 

Dotting 

into 

S = b 1 1\ bz 1\ • • • A b -r 

in full in natural arrangement yields 

(67} 

(68} 
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R · S = r! 

Proposition 4 

Dotting 

into 

S = b 1 A bz A • • • A b s + 1 A • • • A b s + r 

in full from the rear yields 

where the dotting in the brackets is in full in natural arrangement. 

Proof. Both propositions 3 and 4 are proved in the following. 

(69) 

{70) 

{71) 

{72) 

Scalar products ofmultivectors are calculated by dotting the developments of 
determinant forms of multi vectors. Thus, dotting R in eq 70 into S in eq 71 from 
the rear yields 

R · S = i i1. · · ir · . . o h · · · j S+ 1 · · j s+ r b. b. b · 
tll" •• flr E ]J" •• t Js+I" .. t Js+r 

1 r 1 r 

. (a) 

= Eo h • • • i r Eo j 1 • • • j s + 1 • • • j S + r { b ) { b )b b 
ai1 · j s+ 1 · · · air · j s+ r jl • • · j s {b) 

a 1 • bJ· ... a 1 • bJ· S+l s+r 

{c) 

ar· bJ· ... ar· bJ· S+l S+ r 

(d) 

k < ... <k S+l s+r 
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,~oki···ksks+l"""ks+r 
r .. L E 

kl<. • • <ks 

ks+l<. • • <ks+r 

{e) 

Equation a shows that the dotting is in full from the .rear. Dotting in eq a gives 
eq b. Summing over i 1 , ••• , ir in eq b yields eq c. Summing over jS+l' .•. , js+r in 

eq c yields eq d, where k + , ... ,·k + are in increasing order. Summing over s 1 · ·S r 
j 1 , ••• , js in eq d yields eq e, where ki, ... , ks are in increasing order. 

For a special case in which s=r, the above results yield 

r! 

a 1 • br- .. ar · br 

which proves Proposition 3. Using Proposition 3 changes eq e to eq 72. 

Proposition 5 

Dotting 

into 

S = b 1 1\ bz ./\ . • . 1\ bz 1\ • • • 1\ b r + s 

in full from the front yields 

where the dotting in the brackets is in full in natural arrangement. 

Proof. 

{f) 

Q.E.D .. 

{73) 

{74) 

(a) 

{b) 

{c) 
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1 'okl. · krJr+l' · jr+s = r. LE 
kl< ... <kr 

ar· bkl· .. ar bkr 

a 1• bk ... a 1• bk 
1 r 

= rl. \eokl ... krkr+l· .. kr+s b 
~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · kr+I 

kl<. • • <kr 
kr+l<. • • <kr+s ar· bkl· .. al· bkr. 

= (75 ). 

{d) 

{e) 

The calculation process is the same as in Proposition 4. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 

Let i, .•. , j anq h, ••• , k be two sets of r integers chosen from 1, ••• , n. The,n, 

h 1\ 1\ k _ 1 rh ••• k 
ei/\ .•• Aej • e -..• e - ~· ui.· •• j (76) 

where o~:: f is a generalized Kronecker delta given by Veblen (1927, p. 3). 

dotting in eq 7 6 is in full in natural arrangement. 

The 

Proof. 

ei 1\ •• 1\ ej • eh 1\ •• 1\ ek (a) 

~.h ~ k 
u 1 ••• u j 

= r! . (b) 

k k oi· .. • Oj . 

= r! o~· .. ~. 
l ••• J {c) 

Equation a becomes eq b by use of eq 69. The determinant in eq b is equal to zero· 
if h .•. k is not a permutation of i. .. j. If h ..• k is a permutation of i. .. j, rear
ranging h •.• k into i. .. j yields the determinant of the unit matrix. Tl;l:erefore the 
value of the determinant in eq b is equal to a generalized Kronecker delta 

o4· · ·1< Q E D l •.•• J • • • • 

The epsilon tensor E is the exterior product of the standard Cartesian base 
ve'ctors ca(a=l, ••. , n): 

t = c 1 1\ Cz/\ ••• /\en. 

It may be written in a tensor form 

o ab •.. c 
E = E Ca Cb ••• Cc , 

h b · t · t · f 1 2 d o ab · · · c · · b 1 w ere a .•• c 1s a permu a 1on o ..• n, an E 1s a permutation sym o . 
E d~fines the orientation of !!. -dimensional Euclidean space. ' 

{77) 

{78) 
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The cube spanned by the standard Cartesian hase vectors ca will be called the 
standard unit cube. 

Proposition 6 

All then-dimensional unit cubes are equal to either +E or -E. 

Proof. Use of eq 65 immediately proves the proposition. 

Proposition 7' 

E is expressed in a skew coordinate system spanned by ei, ei by 

1 
E = Vel A • • • A en 

= V e 1 A ••• A en 

Q.E.D. 

(79) 

{80) 

where V is the signed volume of the oriented parallelepiped spanned by the ordered 
set e 1, ••• , en. The reciprocal 1 /V is the signed volume of the oriented parallelepiped 
spanned by the ordered eet el, ••• 'en. 

Proof. Use of eq 65 yields 

e 1 1\ • • ... A en = V c 1 1\ ••• 1\ c n {81) 

which proves eq 79. The equation 

{82) 

is also true, as may be shown by dotting eq 82 into eq 81 in_ full in natural arrange-
ment. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 8 

E is the tensor expression of the unit for measuring~ -dimensional volume. 

Proof. Proposition 8 is evidently true when Propositions 6 and 7 are considered 
respectively for Cartesian coordinate's and for skew linear coGrdinates. Q.E.D.' 

Proposition 9 

The orientation Or of an r-vector a 1 1\ ••• (\ ar is an epsilon tensor defined in 
an E.-dimensional space spanned by a 1 , ••• , ar. 

It is custom~ry to write 

v = ~ .(83) 

on the assumption that the unit cube c 1 1\ ••• 1\ Cn and the parallelepiped e 1 1\ ••• 1\ en 
have the same orientat'i'on. Then eq 79 and eq 80 respectively yield 

E {84) 

= W, ~ i . . . j e i. . . ej {85) 

where i. .. j is a permutation of 1.- .. n and both : i. · · j and : i. .. j are permutation 

symbols. Equations 84 and .85 determine the components e i. · · j and E · • of the t 
l ••• J 

in the skew coordinate sy~ tern: 1 
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1 0. • 

- el· .. J 
W, 

(86) 

and 

Ei. • .j = W, ~i. • .j (87) 

Proposition 10 

The r-dimensional faces of the standard unit cube are the base r-vectors for 
the standard Cartesian expression of an _£-vector. 

Proof. Substituting 

a 
ai = ~· Ca . 1 

into R of eq 67 yields 

R = ~ la ~zb •.. ~ ~ c a A cb 1\ • • • 1\ c c 

(88) 

(89) 

where a b ••• c is a set of r numbers chosen from 1 ••• n. Numbers a, b, ••• , c are 
all different because they are suffixes of an exterior product. 

Summing up all the exterior products whose suffixes are derangements of a b 
••. c changes eq 89 to 

~t ~~. 0 • ~~ 
R = 2 ......... . (90) 

(ab ••• c) tat:b tC 
~r~r···~r 

where the summatipn on the right-hand side, indicated by (a b •.. c), is over all the 
different combinations of r different numbers chosen from 1, •.• , n. The r-vector 
Ca 1\ cb A ••• 1\ cc on the right-hand side is an _£-dimensional face of the standard 
unit cube. Equation 90 is the standard Cartesian expression of R. Q.E.D. 

Equation 90 is a breakdown of R into the base r -vee tors. The square of the 
magnitude of R is given by R· R. The sign of the magnitude of R is determined by 
the orientation of R. 

The orientation Or of an r -dimensional subspace S is said to have the same 
sign as, or the opposite sign to, the orientation on-r oi the subspace sn-r comple
mentary to sr, when the condition 

(91) 

or 

On-r /\Or = -kE (92) 

is satisfied,· where k is a positive number. 

Proposition ll 

An (n-1 )-dimensional face 

(93) 

s -1 
of the standard unit cube has the orientation of the sign ( -1) · 
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Pr-oof. Transferring es in E = e 1 1\ • •• 1\ en _to the extreme left of E yields 

Csl\ S = (-l)S-I E. (94) 

es in eq 94 is in the dir~ction of dxs and is positively oriented. Then ( -1 )s -I 5 is 

the positive orientati~n. Q.E.D. 

The orientation given in Proposition 11 conforms with the orientation defined 
in combinatory topology for an (n -1 )-dimensional face of an n -dimensional simplex 
(see, for example, Cairns, 1961, p. 92). 

Lemma 1 

~ = 1 
nT (95) 

Proof. Dotting e 1 1\ ••• Aen into both sides of eq 81 in full in natural arrange
ment yields eg 95, where use is made of eq 69 for executing dotting and of the re-
lation V = ~. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2 

a~ = r. I? ~ • 
8xl pl 

(96) 

Proof. Differentiating eq 95 with regard to xi yields 

n Be· 
a~ = -4- "' (el "0 0 0 " .:..:+ 1\o 0 0" en) 

0 
(el "0 0 0 " en) &xl n. ~ axl 

(a) 

j=l 

n 

{b) 

{c) 

{d) 

Equation a is obtained by differentiating e 1 " ••• " en in eq 95 factor by factor. 

Equation a becomes eq b by use of eq 33. r.~ ek in eq b, where k is a summation 
Jl 

index, is a sum of n terms, but only one term in which k = j survives, because an 
exterior product in which a vector is repeated at least twice is equal to zero. The 
sum of the survivors in eq b yields eq c: Use. of eq 95 changes eq c to eq d. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5 

The unit tensor 1 and the epsilon tensor E are constant tensors whose derivatives 
with regard to a space coordinate are all zero: 

(97) 

and 
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aE. = o. (98) 
ax1 

Proof. The proposition is evidently true, because 1 and E can be given the stan
dard Cartes ian expressions even in a tangent space spanned to a curvilinear coordi
nate system. 

The proposition may be directly proved by use of the formulas developed so far 
for curvilinear coordinates: 

81 8eiei 
(a) 

axi axj 

aei 
ei 

aei 
(b) = 

axj 
+ e· 

axj 1 

= k ekei + ei ( -rj~ ek) (c) r-· lJ 

= r-~ ekei - rk- i (d) .. eke lJ Jl 

= 0. 

Equation b becomes eq c by use of eq 33 and 38. Equation c becomes eq d- by ex
changing summation indexes i and k in the second term. Thus eq 97 is proved. 

BE 
axh 

a!h(tJ'ge1 A ••• A_en) 

n 

= !j e' A ••• A en + "'il;l e' A ••• A ::~ A • • A en 

v=l 

n 

- W, 2. e 1 A o • • A r hpv ePA . o • A en 
v=l 

= W,r plb e 1 A · · o A en - ,.,fg r~ e 1 A . o • A en 

= 0. 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

{h) 

(i) 

(j) 

Equation e becomes eq f by expressing E by use of eq 80 with V = tJ'g.. Differentiating 
eq f factor by factor yields eq g. Equation g becomes eq h by use of eq 96 and 38o 

rh~ e~ in eq h, where pis a summation index, is a sum of n terms; but only one 

term in whicq p = v survives because an exterior product in which a vector is re
peated at least twice is equal to zero. The sum of all the survivors is the second 
term of eq i, which is equal to the first term of eq i because of eq 34. Thus eq 98 
is proved. 

Theorem 6 

An alternating tensor of order r is a tensor expressible in the form of a linear 
combination of r-vectors. 
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Proof. An alternating tensor is defined as a tensor in which (1) any derange
ment of suffixes of a component yields another component of the same tensor and (2) 

i . k h a component T • • J• • • • changes sign when its two arbitrary suffixes j, k are ex-
changed 

Ti..k .. j .. h = _ Ti •. j .. k .. h. 

The sum of all the base tensors whose components are obtained by permuting 

. . k h . Ti. . j .. k .. h . ld . d f b A 1 . 1 .. J.. . . 1n y1e s an exter1or pro uct o ase vector~. n a ternat1ng 
tensor of order r, therefore, can be expressed as a linear combination of r-vectors. 

Conversely, a tensorS defined by 

"'~ i ... h S = ~ S ei A ••• A eh (99) . 

(i. .. h) 

is an alternating tensor, where the summation is over the combinations ( i.. h) or 
E. different letters chosen from 1, ... , n. 

To prove the last .proposition, expand the r-vectors in eq 99 as sums of tensor 
products: 

s si. · h a"'· .w = i .. h ex_ •• ew 

where aX. •• w is a generalized Kornecker delta. 
a .. h 

Then components 

TA. •• ~-J. •• v •. w = 
8
i..j .. k •• haA. •• ~J. •• v •• w 

i. . j •• k .. h 

are alternating, because 

Tx. •• v • • x. •• w = 8 i .. j .. k •• h a"' .. v .. 1-l-· • w 
i. . j .. k .• h 

Theorem 7 

8 i .. j .. k .. h a"'··l-l-·. v .• w 
i. . j .. k .. h 

Subindexed coordinates xk are defined only for skew-linear coordinates. 

Proof. Equation 12 becomes integrable if and only if equation 

is true for any three numbers i, j, k chosen from l, .•. , n. 

The left-hand side of eq l 02 is transformed: 

Bgki Bgk· 
--~ 
axj axi 

= 
aek• ei 

axj 

(1 00) 

( 1 01) 

(1 02) 

(a) 

(b) 
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laek aej I 
- axi 0 e j + ek 0 axi 

Equation c becomes eq d by use of eq 3 7. 

A transformation of eq 102, 

Be· 
e .. ..:.:1_ 

l axk 

8ei 
= -- • e·, 

axk J 

is juxtaposed with ei on the left on both sides to yield 

aej . Bei 
- e 1 -- • e· 

axk - axk J 
0 

Juxtaposing ej on the right on both sides of eq f yields 

Changing the summation index j to i, eq g becomes 

i A Bei - 0 e ---axk • 

Use of eq 37 changes eq h to 

h Substituting ek = gkhe , eq i becomes 

eiA eh ag~h o 
8xl 

where the formula 

is used. Equation 103 is evidently true because 

. aeh . h . 
e 1 A -. = e 1 A (- r. . eJ) 

axl lJ 

= 0 

where eq.k becomes zero because of eq 34. 

$gkh 
--- 0 
axi -

Theref:)re gkh is a function of xh only. 

Equation j shows that for i. :F h 

(c) . 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

,(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(1 03) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 
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Further use of eq_l 02 yields that for i f: j 
\ 

gij = canst. (n) 

To show this, set k = j = 1 in eq 102. Then 

(o) 

The right-hand side of eq o is equal to zero, if i :/: 1, because of eq m. Therefore 
g 1i, where i f: 1, does not contain x 1 , proving eq n. 

If, a.s shown above, g11 , ••• , gnn are respectively functions of xl, ••• , xn only, 

then use of eq 8 shows that e 1 , ••• , en. _are respectively functions of x 1, ••• , xn only. 

Then gij is a function of xi and xj, which,. if e1, ••• , en are not orthogonal to each. 

~ther, is contrary to eq n. Therefore, if e 1 , ••• , en are not orthogonal to each 

other, only a skew linear coordinate system is possible. 

To discuss the case of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, suffix 1 will again 
be used. Use of eq 33 and 47 yields 

8e1 · . ·= r . . eJ 0 

8xl Jll 

Use of eq 46 shows that, under the present assumption, only r 111 is not zero. 
fore eq p becomes 

~ 1 
8xl = rul e 

and 

0 for'i :/: 1 

where 

Changing e 1 to e 1 on the right- hand side of the first equation in ( q) yields 

Because r111 gll is a function of x 1 only, eq s is integrated to 

el = u~ exp ( f rul g11 dx1) 

(p) 

There-

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

(t) 

where u 1 is a constant vector. Use of u1 instead of e1 gives an orthogonal linear 
coordinate system. Therefore, the latter case is a special skew linear coordinate 
system. Q.E.D. 
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CROSS PRODUCT 

The vector product defined in three-dimensional Euclidean space is extended 
here to an operation in E: -dimensional Euclidean space. 

·LetS be an exterior product of a finite number of vectors. The cross product 
of an ordered set of .!_exterior products S 1 , ••• , St, denoted by S 1x .••• xSt, is de
fined by 

l rr E • (l 04) 

where r is the number of independent vectors contained in the set S 1, ••• , St. The 
dotting on the right-hand side of eq l 04 if:!, if not otherwise stated, executed in full 
from .the rear. If all the vector·s in the exterior products S 1 , ••• , St are not linearly 
independent, S 1x .... xSt is equal to zero. 

Theorem 8 

All the vectors, .!. in .all, in the exterior products 5 1 , ••• , St in eq l 04 are 
assumed to be linearly independent of each other. Let V and OM be respectively 
the absolute volume and the orientation of the parallelepiped spanned. by the r inde
pen,dent vectors in S 1 , ••• , St. Let ON be the orientation of a set of normals to all 
the vectors in S 1 , ••• , St, satisfying 

(l 05) 

where E is the orientation of the whole space. Then, the eros s product defined by 
eq l 04 is an s -vector VON, 

(1 06) 

The dotting in eq 10 6 is in full from the rear. 

Proof. Let the r independent vectors in S1 , ••• , St be es+I' ... , es+r' where 
r+s = n. The orientation of es+IA· .. Aes+r is OM.: 

A set of Cartesian base vectors u 1 , ••• , Us spanning the subspace normal to 
est1 , ••• , estr is found as follows. Find independent vectors e 1 , ••• , es forming a 

complete set of subindexed base vectqrs e 1 , ••• , en. Determine a set of superindexed 

base vectors el, ~ .. ,en. Vectors el, ... , es are normals to es+I' •.. , en. A set of 

Cartesian vectors sp::Lnning the space of el, •.. , es is ·a set.u1 , ••• , Us· 

Let the set u 1 , ••• , Us, es+I, .•. , en have the same orientation as E ·by changing 
the order or r_eversin:g directions, if necessary, of u1 ,"! •• , Us· Let V be the vol
ume of tl~e parallelepiped spanned by the base vectors dual to u 1 , ••• , Us, eS+l, ... 
. • , en. Then; i 

E (1 07) 

Because 

( l 08) 
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we find that V is the absolute volume of es+l 1\ ••• 1\ en . 

Dotting eq 107 into the exterior product 

S 1 " ••• " St = e s+ 1 " • • • " en 

in full from the rear yields eq 106. 

The validity of ·eq 105 becomes manifest when the equation 

{1 09) 

( 11 0} 

is substituted into eq 107. Q.E.D. 

Defining eq 105 on a plane means, as explained below, defining the positive 
direction of ~ of measuring angle 8 on the plane. The orientation e of a plane is 
defined by introducing a set of right-handed Cartesian base vectors ex, Cy· An out-

ward normal to a circle about origin 0 is in the direction ur of radius C5P';" where P 
is. a point on the circle. Then, the direction ue on the circle in which () increases 
is chosen to make 

NABLA OPERATOR 

Nabla operatorV, called del by Gibbs, is defined in a tangent space by 

i a V= e--. 
8x 1 

Theorem 9 

Nabla is invariant under transformations of curvilinear coordinates. 

( 111) 

( 112) 

Proof. Because the operator 8/8xi transforms similarly to ei; the proof for 
the invariance of 1 {Theorem l) applies to this case. Q.E.D. 

In skew linear coordinates where xi is defined as well as xi, V may be given 
the form 

( 113) 

Nabla V, when combined with the algebraic operations defined for base vectors, 
expresses four operations - gradient, divergence, curl, and exterior curl: 

grad T ei 8T 
-

axi 
{114) 

div T e i • 8T 
axi 

( l 15) 

curlS eix as = axi 
{116) 

and 
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· 8T 
exterior curl T = e 1 A--. 

8x1 
( 1 1 7} 

where T is an n-dimensional tensor of any order and S is an ·n-dimensional alterna
ting tensor. The cross product in eq 116 is defined by eq 104. In these operations), 
differentiations of T and S with regard to xi must be executed first, and then the 
results should be combined with el. 

Ooerand tensor T in eq 114 is of order zero or higher; and T in eq 115, S in 
eq 116, and T in eq 117 are of order one or higher. 

If T or S in eq 114 through 117 is a tensor of order two or higher, indic_ation 
should be given of the location of a base vector in the tensor bases of aT /8x 1 or 
as/ axi with which ei should be combined. It is the custom that, if no indication is 
given in the op~rations of eq 114 or 115, ei is put at the extreme left of the tensor 
bases of aT I ax1 to form grad T or dotted into the first member of the tensor base~ 
of aT I Bxi to form div T. The exterior products of ei and ~S/ axi in eq 116 or of e 1 

and BT I axi in eq 117 are customarily_ formed bY. wedging e 1 with the extreme left 
membe_r in the tensor bases of as; ax 1 or 8T I 8x1 , re~pectively. If T is not alterna
ting, e 1 , thus added, and the first member of aT I ax 1 form a bivector. 

The curl operation may be defined even for a tenso.r T whic~ is not necessarily 
alternating, with the understanding that dotting. • into e 1 A 8T I ax1 is executed only 
for an alternating part of the base tensors. 

25 

The exterior differentiation introduced by Cartan (1899) is given in a tensor form* 
(dxjej} · (eiA 8/axi), where the wedging in the second set of parentheses must be exe
cuted prior to dotting between the two sets of parentheses. 

The operand in the exterior differentiation is customarily assumed to be alterna
ting (See, for example, Flanders, 1963; Fleming, 1965; Wilmore, 1959}. This is 
not assumed in this paper. 

Theorem 10 / 

If a .formula written in invariant form is true in a coordinate system, it is true 
in all coordinate systems. -

Proof. The theorem is evidently true because the formula is invariant under 
coordinate transformations. ·Q.E.D. 

Corollary 

All the three-dimensional vector formulas developed by use of the three-dim
ensional standard Cartesian coordinate system are true even in a three-dimensional 
curvilinear coordinate system, if the formulas. are written in invariant forms~ 

Furthermore, it can be proved that many three-dimensional vector formulas 
written in invariant forms by applying the conveptions developed so far in this paper 
are true even .when three-dimensional vectors are replaced with n-dimensional ten-
sors of any order. -

In the following, a proof of a formula containing differential operators vali<;l for 
an n~dimensional tensor of any.order is shown as an. example. It is proved by using 
curvilinear coordinates. We use curvilinear coordinates because they. are the most 
general coordinates. 

':c See Fleming (1965} for a similar notation. Fleming~s vector approach is -completed 
by the method in this paper. 
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Example 3 The formula 

div curl T = 0 ( 118) 

is valid in n-·dimensional Euclidean space for a tensor T of any order, which may 
not necessarily be alternating. Equation 118 is valid even if any definition of dotting 
E may be used for defining curl. 

Proof. 

div curl T 

= ei . a 
[E · aT ] 

axi 
{eJ /\-.) 

axJ 

ei . a [e {ej/\ aeke~ · T >] 
axi axl 

E • {eJ 1\ ek . ) [ 
· aek · T ] 

axJ 

ei · E • 

Ze e l ( ihks •.• t rJ E ijhs .•. t F.l.kh) aek· T + 
S • • • t - E 1 h - · axJ 

+ ijks .•. t 
E . 

aze_k" ~] 
ax1 axJ . 

= o. 

(a) 

{b) 

{c) 

{d) 

{e) 

{f) 

(g) 

{h) 

Equation a becomes eq b by definitions of divergence and curl "operations. Equation 
b becomes eq c by use of the property {eq 15) of 1. Equation c becomes eq d by use 
of eq 103. tJse of 1 in eq c enables us to write expressly the bivector formed by 
combining e 1 and the first member of T, as shown in eq d. Equation d becomes eq 
e because e is a constant tensor {Theorem 5 ). Differentiating eq e factor by factor 
yields eq f. Equation f becomes eq g because 

{i) 

1 z 3 z 3 2. 3 

2e ihks .•. t es ... et. {j) 

Equation i shows one of the definitions of dotting into t. Other definitions of dotting 
into,, if used, yield only a difference in sign in the result, because 1 is alternating. 
Therefore the result {eq h) is obtained for any definition of dotting into E. Equa'tion 

g vanishes because riJ and azek" T I axiaxj are symmetric with regard to ih and ij' 

respectively. The latter is based on the fact that ek· Tis a tensor {Theorem 2). 
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GREEN-STOKES' INTEGRALS 

Green 1 s integrals are valid even in n-dimensional Euclidean space for a tensor 
T of any order under the conditions specified later. The domain V of a volume in
tegral is an r-dimensional region in an r-dimensional manifold M embedded in n
dimensionalEuclidean space. The domainS of a surface integral is an (r-1)-dirn-
ensional manifold bounding V. -

Stokes 1 integral is a transformation of a divergence integral whose integrand 
is a vector. 

The proof shown below is an extension of a proof in three-dimensional Euclidean 
space to n-dimensional Euclidean space. The extension is made possible by devel
oping ~-dimensional Euclidean geometry analogous to three -dimensional Euclidean 
geometry. 

Equating 

xl = cons t, ••• ·, xs .= cons t (119) 

in curvilinear coordinates xi(i=l, ••• , s, .•• , n) defines an r-dimensional manifold 
M, where n = rts. The manifold M is assumed to be orientable. 

We assume that equating 

xStl = canst, ••• , xs+r = canst 

defines p.n ~-dimensional manifold N normal to M. 

and 

We will use 

indexes .A, !J., v, ••• for 1, ••• , s 

indexes a, b, c, ••• for stl', ••• , str 

indexes i, j, k, ••• for 1, ••• , n. 

(120} 

The manifold M is spanned by curves xa(a=st 1, ••• , str ), along which xl, ••. , 

xa-l, xa+l, ••• , xr, •.• , xn are constant. Base vectors ea are tangent to curves xa, 

lying in M; and base vectors eX.( X.= 1, •.• , s) are normal to M. The orientation of 

estlA•. ·A es+r and eS+lA·. •Aes+r is OM. OM defines positive orientation in M. 

We have 

gaX. = 0 ( 121) 

and 

gaX. = 0 (122) 

because base vectors ea lie in M and base vectors ex_ are normal to M. 

The orientation ON of e 1A ... A es or e 1A •• ~/\ es is defined to satisfy 

(123) 
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by reordering, if necessary, base vectors in N or M. ON defines positive orienta

tion in N. If ei or ei is reordered, xi must be similarly reordered. 

Theorem 11 

Differentiating a vector defined in the manifold M with regard to a coordinate· 
. of M produces another vector that does not necessarily lie in M. 

Proof. Use of eq 33 yields 

ae · x. 
~b = r bl ei = rabc ec + rab e, 0 ax a 1\. 

(124) 

The second term on the right-hand side of eq 124 is not zero, because ra~ is not 
necessarily zero. 

To show this, use is made of eq 47 and 121, yielding 

r x. - gx.l-l r 
ab - ~J-ab • (125) 

Substituting eq 46 and 122 changes eq 125 to 

X. -.!. Ao!J. ~ 
rab = 2 g axi-l . {126) 

The right-hand side. of eq 126 is not necessarily zero because gab can change along 
the normal e!J.. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 12 · 

Let the orientation and .the volume of es+l 1\ • •• 1\ es+r be OM and .Jg M respec
tively; then 

(12 7) 

Equation 127 is equivalent to 

(128) 

Orientation OM changes continuously. gM is given by 

(129) 

The magnitude dV of an r-dimensional volume element 

(130) 

is 

(I 31) 

Proof. Dotting eq 128 into eq 12 7 in full in natural arrangement proves eq 128. 
Dotting eq 127 into itself in full in natural arrangement yields eq 129. Use is made 
of eq 69 in executing these dottings. By definition, eq 130 is 

(132) 
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Substituting eq 127 into eq ~32 yields eq 131. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 

{133) 

Proof. Differentiation of eq 129 is calculated: 

agM · 2 aeb • 
-- = I ::E {es+l A··· A-- A··· A ·es+r) · {es+l A···(\ es+r) (a) 
axa r. b . axa 

= ;! t {es+l A .... "ra~ ei " ..• "es+r> . (eS+l ~ ... t\es+r> (b) 

= ;! ra~ (es+l " •.. 1\ es+r> . (es+l " ... " es+r> (c) 

Equation a becomes eq b by use of eq 33. ra~ ei in eq b is a sum of n terms; how

ever, only one term for which i = b survives. The i for a survivor cannot be equal 
to s+l, ... , b-1, b+1, ... , s+r, because one vector cannot appear twice in an exterior 
product. The i for a survivor cannot be equal to 1, •.. , s, because dotting e~ into 
es+l A ••. (\ es+r' where ~ stands for 1, •.. , s, cancels out terms, thus eq b becomes 

eq c •. Equation d pr~ves eq 133. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 13 

Let ON and ~be the orientation and absolute volume respectively of 
e1 I)\ ••• A e s; then. . 

( 134) 

Equation 134 is equivalent to 

1 s 1 
e " • • • A e = -.-- ON . 

~ 
(135) 

gN satisfies the equation 

~ = gN gM' {136) 

where .Jg is the n-dimensional absolute volume. 

Proof. Dotting eq 13 5 into eq 134 in full in natural arrangement proves eq 135. 
Dotting 4! into es+l A .•. A es+r in full from the rear yields 

= ~e1 
"··· Aes (b) 

where eq 80 is used with V = .Jg to express E. Rewriting eq a by use of eq 106 
yields 

Substituting eq 135 into eq c yields eq 136. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 

Let an (r-1)-dimensional surfaceS be defined in the r-dimensional manifold M 
by 

X a = f (xStl xa-1 xa+1 xs+r) ' ... ' ' ' ... ' . (13 7) 

Assume that all the points in a neighborhood of point P 0 on surface S have unique 
(r -!)-dimensional tangent planes in r -dimensional tangent spaces to M. Let d S 
and Os be the absolute area and posiTive orientation, respectively, of the parallelo
gram constructed by taking infinitesimal line segments dxs+l, •.• , dxa-1, dxa+I, ••• , 
dxs+r along coordinate axes xs+l, •.. , xa-1, xa+l, .•. , x 9 +r, respectively, on the 
·(r-1 )-dimensional tangent plane to S at P 0 • Then, 

(138) 

P f L t R S h d . · t Btl a-1 £( stl a-1 atl roo • e . 0 on ave coor 1na es x , ••• , x , x , •.• , x , x , ••• , 

xstr), xa+l, .•. ,xs+r. Let Ph (h = s+l, ... ,a-1, a+l, .•• ,str)be a point whose 
coordinates are the same as the coordinates of P 0 except xh which is increased to 
xh t dxh. ( 

Vectors~ (h = stl, •.• , a-1·, at 1, ••• , str)_ are expressed by calculating 
differences in the coordinates of P 0 and Ph: 

---- a£ 1 Po pstl = (est! t ea) dxst axstl 

( a£ ) a-1 
ea-1 ,t axa-1 ea dx 

a£. 
(e t -- e ) dxatl 

atl axatl a 

= ( a£ . ' ) d s + r estr + --+- ea x axs r 

The existence of a£/ axh is assured by the existence of a unique tangent plane at P 0 • 

Let dS be 

dS Pop stl 1\ ••• A Pop a-1 1\ Po patl 1\ ••• 1\ PoP str . 

) 
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dS = [ ( 139) 

·where [ stands for the quantity inside the brackets in eq 138. 

Th·e orientation of dS is equal to the orientation of es+IA· .. Aea-IAea+IA· .. 

es+r' the first term in [ ] , because during the change zy.+I => es+1dxs+I, ... , 
- _ d a-1 - _ a+I - _ d s+r Po Pa-l -> ea-l x , P 0 P a+I ::::;> ea+1dx , ..• , P 0 Ps+r ::::;> es+r x , the area of 

the (r-1 )-dimensional parallelogram does not become zero. By proposition 11, the 
sign of the orientation of eS+IA•. •Aea-IAea+IA·. •Aes+r· is equal to the sign of 

'( -l)a-s-1oM. · · · b d f.·· h Because OM 1s pos1t1ve y e 1n1t1on, we ave 

dS = (-1)a-s- 1 Os dS. 

Combining eq 139 and eq 140 yields eq l ~8. 

Theorem 14 

{140} 

Q.E.D. 

Let n be a unit vector drawn normal to surface S, defined in th_e lemma, making 
an acute angle with +ea in the tangent space to M at P 0 • n and Os make 

(141) 

Then, 

( . ·)dS : c-- d s+I d a-Id a+I d s+r n e a' = '\lgM X • • • X X • • • X • (142) 
. , 

Proof. The orientation ON An of normals to the parallelogram OsdS in the 
lemma is obtai~ed by applying eq 106 to eq 138: 

1 
ON A n dS = { r _ 1 ) ! E • 0 s dS . 

Dotting E into the first t~rm in the brackets of eq 138 yields 

E • es+I A ••• A ea-1 Aea+I A· •. Aes+r 

= ...[g elA ••• Aes+~ A ••• A es+r • es+IA .• •A. ea_1A ea+rA • • • i'\es+r 
t; ........ t t ......... t t .......... t 
1 r-1 1 a-I-s a-s r-I 

= (-1)a-s-l ,.Jg el A. • .A es AeaAes+I A ..• A ea-IA ~a+I A·. •.1\ fs+r .. 
f· · · · · ~,. · · · t T. • • • • • • • • 
1 a-'I-s a-s r-1 

I (143) 

{a) 

(b) 

·(c) 

(d) 

Equation a becomes eq b by use of eq .so with V = ~. Vec~or ~a in E i~ eq b is 
brought between es and es+I to obtain eq c. Execut1ng dott1ng 1n eq c y1elds eq d, 
where use is ~ade of eq 72. 

Dotting E into the (p+ 1) th term in the brackets of eq 13 8 is calculated: 
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~ el/\ .•• 1\es+zi\ ••• Aes+r 
t .. . • . . . . . . t 
1 r-1 

a£ (f) es+l"" •• "es+p-11\ s+p eal\es+p+IA· •. A ep.-11\e~+l"" •• 1\es+r 
f • . . . • • . . f ax - f f • . . . • • . • • • • T T . • . • • . • f 
1 p-1 ~ p+1 a-1-s a-s r- 1 

.E. a£ ·( )a-s-1 l . S a s+l a-I a+l s+r 
= "'g -1 e A ••• /\e /\e Ae A···· "e "e A···/\e 

axs+p f ••••••••• ·t t· ........ t 
1 a-1 a r-1 

(g) 

a-IA a+II\... s+r 
e "'e ••• 1\e • es+I"··· 1\es+p-IAeaAes+p+I"···"ea-IA 

···t t·········t t--·······t t t··········t 
a-1 a r-1 1 p-1 p p+l a-1 

ea+I¥\. ·.I\ es+r t .. · .••.••. t 
(h) 

a r-1 

(i) 

p in this case satisfies s+1 ~ s+p ~ -a-1. .Equation e becomes eq f by use of eq 80 
with V = ~. Equation f becomes eq g by transferring ea to the place. between 
es and es+l in the first exterior product. Equation g become!/ eq h by exchang
ing ea and eS+P in the first exterior product, where use is made of the property 
that exchanging two vectors in an exterior product R results in - R. Executing 
dotting in eq h yields eq i, where use is made of eq 72. 

In this way, dotting t into eq 138 is calculated to yield 

E • Os dS 

'(144) 

where 

a£ + a£ a -1 a£ + 
fa = e a - ax s + 1 e s 1 - • • . - a~ a -1 e . - ax a+ 1 e a 1 

a£ s+r 
axs+r e . (14~) 

Substituting 

(146) 
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into eq 144 yields 

.r: 1 s fa s+1 d a-Id a+l d s+r · ON An dS - "'g e A o .. A e A dx 0 • • x x 0 • • x {147) 

where use is made of eq 72. 

Dotting respectively the left- and right-hand sides. of the equation 

{148) 

into the left- and right-hand sides of eq 147 in natural arrangement yields eq 142. 
Q.E.D. 

Lemma 

An ( r-1 )-dimensional surface S bounds an r -dimensional region V in the r -dim
ensional manifold.M. SurfaceS may be composed of more than one (r-1)-dimen- · 
sional region. All the pieces of surfaceS are assumed to ,be· orientable. 

It is assumed thc;tt almost all the points PonS are regular. In other words, . .., 
irregular points Q on S, on which unique tangent (r-1 )-dimensional hyperplanes do 
not exist, constitute a point set whose area measured with an (r-1)-dimensional 
unit cube is 2;ero. 

Let T .be a tensor of any order, defined on S and V, unique on S and V, and 
differentiable at least once in V. Let n be an outward pointed normal to S lying in 
the !. -dimensional tangent space to M at regular point P on S. · 

It is assumed that every point P on S where the curve xa is not tangent to S 
can be -connected with another point P' on S by an arc xa of finite length pas sing 
through V. 

Then, 

(149) 

Proof. Draw a bundle of curves xa through the neighborhood of a point on So 
On a curve xa, only xa c·hanges and x1, •.• , xa-l, xa+l, ... , xn are constant. By. 
assumption, the bundle of curves xa, cutting surface S at dS+, cuts surface S 
again at dS_. Assume that dS+ and dS_ are composed of regular points only. The 
outward pointed normals n+ at P + on dS+ and n_ at P _ on dS __ drawn exterior to V 
in the tangent space to M and P + and P _ make resp·~ctive1y acute and obtuse angl~s 
with +ea. Use of eq 142 yields 

{150) 

and 

( - ) . ~ d st1 d a -1 d atl d st r n_ · e a dS _ = - '\fg M x 0 • • x x .• ~ x . {l 51) 

. The integration of aT I axa over the bundle of curve·s xa, denoted by Bxa is cal
culated: 

(a) 
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= J :x~ ~gM 
Bxa 

= II a~ T ax a 
- a'-'Sl\4 T I d s+l d' s+r --""'.~ X ••• X • axa . 

Equation a becomes eq b_by use of eq 131. 

The first term of eq c is integrate_d: 

s+I a-1 a+I s+r + ] 
dS 

[ ~gM T dx ... dx dx ... dx dS _ 

where T + and T _ are T on dS+ and dS_ respectively. 
by use of eq 150 and eq 151. 

The second term of eq c becomes 

by use of eq 133. 

Thus, one finds 

{b) 

{c) 

{e) 

{f) 

Equation e becomes eq f 

(g) 

{152) 

Divide the region V into a sum of bundles xa. Summing up eq 152 over regular 
bundles whose terminal surfaces dS+ and dS_ are composed of regular points, one 
obtains eq 149. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 15 

Green 8 s integrals 

~ grad T d V = [ nT dS 

j d i v T d V = f n · T dS 
v s 

J curl T dV 
v 

= _fn x TdS 
s 

J exterior curl T dV = J nAT dS 
v s 

{153) 

{154) 

(155) 

{156) 

are valid for V, S, and T under the conditions in the previous LerrHna. Nabla v 
in these equations becomes 
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v = a a e --
axa 

- '-

(157) 

because T is a fun.ction of xs+I, ••• , xs+r. v on the left-hand sides and n on the 
right-hand sides operate on the first members of T. 

Proof. Let all the curves xa passing through V intersect S twice. 

Equations 153, 154, 155 and 156 are proved in almost the same way. For 
example, 

-

j n x T dS 

J ·(n· ei) ei x T dS 

s . I 
J {n·ea) ea x T dS 

s 

J aea X T dV +. J· r b ea X T dV 
. axa ab 

v v 

= J { - r b eb X T' + ea X aT} dV + J rabb ea X T dV 
ab axa 

= 

v 

J ei x a~ dV 
8x1 -v 

J curl T dV. 

v 

v 

(a) 

{b) 

{c) 

{d) 

{e) 

(f) 

.(g) 

{h) 

Equation a becomes eq b by use of the property {eq 15) of 1. Equation b becomes 
eq c because n · ex_ = 0, where X. stands for 1, ... , s. Equation c becomes eq d by 
use of eq 149. Equation d becomes eq e by executing the differentiation in the inte
grand~ where use is .made of eq 38. The first integrand in eq e is equal to the third 
integrand. in eq e because summation indexes a and b may be exchanged. Equation 
f become~ ~q g because T does not have x"- as variables. Thus eq 155 is proved. 

Changing the cross product in eq a to a tensor product, a dot pi-oduct, and an 
exterior product similarly proves eq 153, 154 and 156. Q.E.D. 

A Green's integral usually contains a volume integral over ann-dimensional 
region. In this paper, a Green 1s integral contains a volume integral over an r
dim~nsional manifold, where r~ n. Equation 156 is not usually included in Gr~en 1s 
integrals. · 

Stokes• integral is a transformation, as proved in the following, of a particular 
case of divergence integral (eq 154) with integrand T changed to a vector. 
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Lemma 1 

(158) 

Proof. 

eS+I/\es+z 1\o o ol\ es+r (a) 
t 0 0 0 •••••• t 
1 r -1 

(b) 

o a 1 a 2 0 ~ • ar o b 1 s: bz s: b~ 
e e b b b ea e ua .. o ua 

1 z· o • r z r 
(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

The left-hand side of eq 158 becomes eq a by expressing OM through use of eq 12 7 

and eq 128. ~ai···ar and ~b b in eq bare permutation symbols. Executing 
I• • • r 

dotting in eq b yields eq c, which in turn yields eq d. Equation d becomes eq e be-
cause aa2 ••• ar and bazo o. ar are both derangements of 12 .•• ro Suffixes azo. oar 
in eq dare summation indexes. Equationebecomes eqf bysummin~over b. Q.E.D. 

L'emma 2 

Let (r -1 )-vector A be defined by means of vector v belonging to M, 

( 159) 

Then, vis given reciprocally by 

1 ! = { r- 1 ) ! .f- ?.¥. 0 t A 
t· ... ·t 

(160) 

r-1 r-I 

·Proof. 

v e·ei • v 

~ ~1~ .t-
(a) 

e ea • v 
~at ~ 

(b) 

1 v 
t 

{c) 
( r - 1 ) ! cP ?.¥. 0 .f 

r -1 
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1 = (r-1)! A 
t 0 0 0 0 1 
1 r-1 

Equation a becomes eq b because eA. · v = 0, where eA. is normal to M. 
eq 158 changes eq b to eq c. Equation c becomes eq d by use of eq 159. 

Lemma 3 

(d) 

Use of 
Q.E.D. 

LetS be an (r-1 )-dimensional surface bounding an E_-dimensional region V in 
M. Let n be a unit vector drawn in M normal to S and ·externally to V at a point 
where a unique tangent plane exists. Let Os be defined by eq 141. 

Then, 

1 
Os A n· v = (r-1)! t 0 0 0 0 t t· 0 • 0 t 

(161) 

1 r-1 1 r-1 

Proof. 

1 
( OM A ) n . v = (r.-1 )! n . 

~ ~ t 0 0 • 0 ·t t 0 0 0 0 t 
(a) 

1 r-1 r-1 

1 
= ~ ( r - 1 ) ! ·l . (tA ?? ... t A ) 

t 0 • 0 •• t 
(b) 

1 r -1 r -1 

Use of eq 160 yields eq a. Equation ~ becomes eq b by use of eq 1-41. Executing 
the dotting indicated by t in eq b yields eq 161, where use is made of eq 75. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 4 

Let A be an (r-1 )-vector belonging to M; then 

(162) 

Proof. 

A) (a) 

. a 1 
-. e a . Bx a ( ..J g M e s +I A· • •I\ e s + r . A) 

(b) 

ea. ( -(~gM rz rag ~gM. es+IA·. ·/\es+r. A+ 

(c) 

(d) 
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Equation a becomes eq b by expressing OM through use of eq 127. Differentiating 

eq b factor by factor yields eq c, where use is made of eq 133 and 33. rat ei -in 

the second term of eq c is a sum of -n vectors, of which only eb survives, as ex
plained in the follo'?V'ing: Th~ survivor must be one of e 1, .•. , es, eb beca1..1:se other 
vectors already exist in the _E.-vector considered. T_he survivor must be eb, 

· because the only summand that does not vanish when A and ea are dotted from the 
right and left respectively is the one that has eb. The first and second terms in 
the brackets of eq G cancel to yield eq d. 

Lemma 5 

Let A be given by eq 159; then 

div v 

1 
rT 

curj A 

OM t .•... t 
S+1 s+r 

where the curl in eq 163 is defined by 

1 
ST 

1 
ON . curl A = r!s! t~l':J t . t· .. t E t. . . f • 

s S S+1 s+r s+1 s+z 

Proof. Let 

s+r 

A =) Ab es+l/\ .. • "eb-1 1\ebtl "·. ·" es+r ·. --b=s+1 

div v is transformed: 

div v = ei. av 
axi 

= 

1 

av 
ax a 

(r-1)! 

1 
(r-1)! 

(163) 

(164) 

(165) 

-s+r 

(166) 

(a) 

(b)· 

(c) 

(d) 

1 a l e "e " e • ~a- { ' A b e s +I ". • . A eb -I" 
( _ 1 ) i e · ~ s + 1 · s +z A· • • s+ r ) " 
r . ~ "'g M ~ t t ax a 'b t t 

r-1 1 b-s-1 

eb+11' ..•. A es+rJ 
t t 

(e) 

b-s r-1 
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c 
.c#b 

= \ (-1)a-1-s \ I oAb s(s+1) ... (b-1){b+1) ... (s+r) 
L ..JgM f axa (s+1) ... (a-l){a+1) ... (s+r) 

_ \ Ab r C: 0 (s+1) .•. (c-1)i(c+1) .•• (b-1){b-1) ..• (s+r)l 
L a1 (s+1) ••..•••.• (a-1 )(a+1) ..•.•.... (s+r) 
c 

c#b 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Equation a is obtained by the definition of divergence. Equation a becomes eq b 
because v does not contain x~. Equation b becomes eq c by use of eq 160. Equa
tion c becomes eq d by use of eq 162. Equation d becomes eq e by expressing 
OM and A through use of eq 127 .and 166 respectively. Dotting ea in eq e is executed 
by t_~ansferring ea in es+1 N • • 1\ es+r to the extreme left, where use is made of eq 

75 for executing dotting from the front. Dotting in eq f is execll;ted by use of eq 76. 
In the first term of eq g, only one kind of summand - the one for which b=a - sur
vives under the summationwithregardtoeqb, because(s+l)· ... (b-l)(b+l) .. -~(s+r)must 
be a derangement of (s+1) ..• (a-l)(a+l) ..• (s+r). In the second term of eq g, suffix 
i is a summation index changing from 1 to n. Two kinds of summands survive : 
under the summation with regard to b, c, and i, because {s+1) ..• (c-l)i{c+1) •.. 
{b-1){b+l) .•• {s+r) must be a derangement of {s+1) .•• (a-1){a+1). ~. (s+r). The one 
has suffixes i=c and b=a, and the other has. suffixes i=b and c =a. They are shown 
in eq h. ·To" show that eq h becomes eq i, the third term of eq h is transformed: 

l ( )a-1-s l 
- - 1 (- 1 )b -1 -a, Ab r a 

.c-- ab 
a ""gM b 

(j) 

b#a 

(k) 
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=l (-l)b-s-1 Abl rag 
"./gM 

b a 

(1) 

a#b 

= l (-l)a-s-I 
Aa l rei ~gM 

{m) 

a c 
c'/:a 

Equation k becomes eq i. b'y changing the order of summation. Equation i. becomes 
eqm by changing suffixes band a to a and c, respectively. Equation m is the sec
ond term of eq h, showing that the second and third terms of eq h cancel each other out. 

Second, ON · curl A is transformed.. Executing dotting ON into E in eq 165 
yields eq 164; where use is made of eq 123 to express E and of eq 75 to execute 

·dotting from the front. Equation 164 transforms: 

1 
rT 

1 
-,OM r. 

{n) 

·ea/\1\ ~ L axa 
\ b 

2 Ab e 8 +1 A ••• Aec -I A ra'l ei Aec+I A ••• A eh-I" eb+I A •.. A e 9 + r l ( o) 

= 

c 
c#b 

1 

~gM 

(p) 

ll 8Ab 
0

a{s+l) ... {b-l){b+I) ... {s+r) 
oxa {s+I){s+z) ........... {s+r) 

(q) 

a b 

{r) 

Equation 164 becomes eq n by substituting eq 166. Executing the differentiation in 
eq n yields eq o. The second term in eq o is equal to zero, because it contains 

ea" r C: ei. Substituting for OM from eq 127 and executing the dotting in eq p yields 
a1 

eq q, where use is made of eq 76. In the summation with regard to b in eq q, only 
one term- the one for which b=a- survives, because a(s+l) .•. (b-l}(b+l) .•. (s+r) 
must be a derangement of (s+l){s+2) ... (s+r). Therefore eq q becomes eq r. 

Comparing eq m with eq r proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 16 

Let V be an r-dimensional region in r-dimensional manifold M. V is bounded 
by an (r-1 )-dimenf?ional manifold S. Let A be ,an (r-1 )-vector, defined on S and V, 
unique on S and V, and differentiable at least once in V. Then under the assump
tions for V and S made in Lemma to Theorem 15, the formula 

; ! sON · cur 1 A d_Y = ( r: 1 )! s Os · A dS (167) 

v s 

is valid, where ON · curl A is defined by eq 165. Equation 167 is equivalent to 

1 
rr a oA dV e A--

axa 
1 Sos··Ads. (r-1)! 

Proof. Substituting eq 163 and 161 into 

S divvdV 

v 
= S n • v dS 

s 

(168) 

(169) 

yields eq 167. Substituting eq 164 and 161 into eq 169 yields eq 168. Equation 169 
is obtained from ~q 154 by making T = v. Q.E.D. 

Equation 167 and 168 are Stokes' integrals. Factorials in the denominators of 
eq 167 and 168 cancel the factorials that appear, as shown in eq 69 by r!, in the 
results of dotting multi vectors. Particularly when n=3, r=2, eq' 167 takes the 
familiar form of Stokes 1 integral. 

If, as done by Fleming (1965, p. 217), dotting r-vectors is defined by dividing the 
right-hand side of eq 69 by r!, all the factorials in eq 167 and 168 disappear. · 
Fleming's definition, however, is not used in this paper in order to show the re
lation to dotting tensors. 

The integrand on the left-hand side of eq 168 is, so to speak, curl A defined 
in M, because OM is in M as E is in.!: -dimensional Euclidean space. 

$tokes' formula is expressed by use of r-form in the following. 

Corollary l 

Equation 168 transforms to 

s+r s l (-l)a-I-s 

V a=s+I 

s+r 

= SL {-l)a-J-s Aadxs+J .•• dxa~ltJxa+l .•. dxs+r (l 70) 

S a=s+I 

Proof. It is proved in Lemma 5 to Theorem 16 that the left-hand side of eq 
168 transforms to the left-hand side _of eq 170. 

The right-hand side of eq 168 is transformed: 

(r-1)! s 0s · AdS 

s 
(a) 
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1 = {r-1)! 

1 
= {r-1}! 

s+r 
\ 

= L 
a=s+I 

s+r 

s Os ·l Aa eS+I/\ •• •I\ ea-I/\ea+IA •• •I\ es+r dS 

s a=s+I 

s+r 

2: s (Aa es+I/\ • • • 1\ea-I/\ ea+I/\ • _.,. 1\e·s.+r) • Os dS 

a=s+1 s 

S (-1)a-I-s A d stl d a-Id a+I d s+r 
aX ••• X X •·••X 

s 

{b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Equation a becomes eq b by substituting eq 166. In eq b a summatio,n is integrated, 
but in eq · c, an integration is summed. Substituting eq 138 for OsdS in eq c, where 
a is a summation index, yields eq d, which is the right-hand side of eq 170. Q.E.D. 

An r-form dx 1A ••• Adxr is defined Usee, for example, Flanders (1963) and Flem
ing (1965 )] by applying to dx 1 

••• dxr the exterior algebra defined by means of wedge 
product. In this notation, the volume element spanned by e 1dx 1 , ••• , erdxr is ex
pressed by dx 1A.: .1\dxr. A linear combination of a finite number of r-forms is also 
called an r-form. r-forms are devised to use properties of multivectors without · 
mentioning base-vectors. 

Interpreting the integrands on the left- and right-hand sides of eq 170 as an 
r-form and an {r-1)-form respectively permits us to transform eq 170 to 174 below. 

Corollary 2 

Let w be an (r -1 )-form 

s+r 

W 
__ \. A d stl d a-1 d a+I d str L a x 1\ •• ·I\ x 1\ x 1\ • • •I\ x 

a=s+I 

Let signed be defined to mean 

S+1 a-1 a+I s+r) 
signed {dx 1\ ··"I\ dx 1\dx 1\" • • 1\dx 

__ (- 1)a-1-s d Stl d a-1 d a+l d str 
X /\•••/\ X 1\ X 1\•••1\ X 

and 

s+r 

signed w 
\ s+I a-1 a+I s+r) L Aa signed (dx 1\ •• •I\ dx 1\ dx 1\ • • •I\ dx • 

a=s+I 

Then eq 170 is simplified to 

S signed w. 

s 

(1-71) 

(1 72) 

(173) 

(l 74) 
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Proof. 

(a) 

a=s+1 

s+r 

= 2 8Aa a· · s+1. a-1 a+1 s+r 
dx A dx A ••• A dx A .• •."/\ dx A •.• A dx 

ax a 
(b) 

a=s+1 

s+r 

= 2 aAb s+1 b-1 . b+1 s+r 
dx ft. •• • A dx A dx _ A· .. A dx 

ax a 
(c) 

a=s+1 

s+r s+r __ 2 a I 2 _ s +1 b -1 b+ 1 s + r I dxaA--. · Ab dx _A ••• A dx Adx A ... A dx . axa 
a=s+1 b=s+1 

(d) 

(e) 

Equation a becomes eq b by a property of exterior product. Equation b ·becomes eq 
c because in eq c only one summand - the one for which b=a - survives under the 
summe1:tion with regard to b. Equation c becomes eq d because dxs+1, ••• ; dxa- 1, 
dxa+1, •.. , dxs+r are independent of xa. Equation d becomes eq c by use of eq- 171. 

The right-hand s.ide of e't 174 is immediately obtained by changing the right-
hand si<,ie of eq 170 to an (r -1 )-form. Q.E.D. 

CONCLUSION 

·Tensor analysis in this paper is an algebra formed by three ()perations on 
vector and scalar functions: (1) tensor product, (Z) scalar product, and (3) linear 
combination with scalar function coefficients. These operations yield tensors whose 
orders are respectively higher, lower, and the same as the operand tensors. Scalar 
functions are at least three-times continuously differentiable. 

An r-dimensional volume in n-dimensional Euclidean space, where .o<r~n, is 
an alternating tensor of r th order. The algebra of tensor analysis allows us to 
treat n-dimensional Euclidean geometry as a simple extension of two- or three:.. 
dimensional Euclidean geometry. 

An r-dimensional manifold is discussed on the assumption that it is embedded .. 
i~ n-dimensional Euclidean space, where o<r~ n,. using n-dimensional curvilinear 

. coordinate systems. . -

The tensor analysis thus developed appears to be the most convenient for 
geom.etry and physics in Euclidean spaces. 
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